Chapter 8
The Two Trusts: Early Properties, Activities, and Influences
First Thirteen Properties
A look at the first baker’s dozen of each organization’s acquisitions may provide a basis
for a fair comparison of their early accomplishments, challenges, and prospects. The following
chart compares the first thirteen properties acquired by each organization after its founding.
See this chapter’s Appendix 8-1 for more information about, each of these early properties.
Figure 8-1: The First Thirteen Properties Acquired by The Trustees of Reservations and
the National Trust
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Here are some quick observations. The Trustees took nearly four times as long as The
National Trust to acquire its first thirteen properties. One reason was The Trustees’ several long
gaps in these periods: 1906 – 1919, 1920 – 1928, and 1929 – 1935. Over its much shorter
period, the National Trust completed multiple acquisitions in 1897, 1899, and 1900. Speed
aside, The Trustees’ first thirteen properties were generally larger than the National Trust’s; its
total acreage was nearly four times that of its cousin. Both organizations distributed their
acquisitions geographically, although neither showed strong interest in urban properties.,
except for The Trustees’ acquisition of a small overlook property on the south edge of Boston.
Both sets of properties tended to be in or near small villages.


The National Trust exhibited an odd interest in accepting tiny properties graced with
physical monuments to historic events or people. In one case, the National Trust
accepted the gift of a tiny spot on the edge of the tiny hamlet of Sharow with a medieval
stone remnant of a missing “Sanctuary Cross.” Its original purpose was to alert travelers
that the monastery in Ripon, one mile away, offered overnight sanctuary for any fugitive
from the law. All that remains is the massive stone base and the stone stub of the
cross’s upright, with a National Trust Historic marker interpreting the purpose of the
relic. The National Trust also accepted the small, inscribed stone memorial for John
Ruskin at Friar’s Crag on the shore of Derwentwater, Keswick.



Befitting its founding purposes and full name, the National Trust boldly accepted five
historic buildings and one ruined castle without having raised the funds for restoration
and on-going maintenance in advance of their acquisition. These were the Afriston
Clergy House in Sussex, Joiners Hall in Salisbury, Duffield Castle ruins, Long Crendon
Courthouse in Thames, Buckinghamshire, and the Tintangel Old Post Office. Only the
Duffield Castle ruins would not require restoration. The others raised the perennial issue
of finding the funds for restoration and for endowments that would return reliable and
adequate annual income to cover maintenance of these structures until the end of time.
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The Trustees’ first historic and architecturally significant property, the William Cullen
Bryant homestead in the country town of Cummington, west of Northampton, was acquired in
1920. Its preservation was important as a tribute to the transcendental poet, New York City
anti-slavery editor, and advocate for Central Park. It demonstrated the organization’s
permanent commitment to maintenance, restoration, and responsible curation of the
structures, furnishings, artifacts, and archives that frequently came with an historic property.
Early on, both organizations developed a weakness for acquiring historic properties that would
prove to be much more difficult than expected to restore, preserve, or maintain. Both would
learn through experience how easily the object of a bold rescue can turn into a white elephant,
and what a difficult burden such an elephant can be. A white elephant acquired by charitable
gifts (other people’s money) is even harder than one purchased by a for-profit corporation to
re-purpose or sell without creating an internal and external ruckus.
From their beginning, both organizations relied mostly on gifts or partial gifts of
property. Both generally required funds for purchases to be raised in advance and both applied
the principle of requiring endowments for continuing maintenance (although the amounts
obtained were generally minimal and would soon prove to be entirely insufficient).
The Trustees found three of its first thirteen acquisitions to be too small or too distant
to manage property. They soon transferred one to the Metropolitan Parks Commission and the
other two to their respective townships.
For both organizations, many of the early acquisitions proved to be the beginnings of
much larger and more significant assemblages.
In summary, it must be said that the National Trust was the clear champion in
the pace of acquisition. Through 1903, by which The Trustees had acquired 7 properties,
3 of which were transferred to the state or to a town, the National Trust had acquired
its baker’s dozen of 13, in addition to two monuments without acreage (which I have
not used in calculating averages). However, the acreage, and average acreage, of The
Trustees first 13 properties each totaled more than three and one-half times that of the
National Trust’s 13 properties. The Trustees’ median acreage per acquisition was thirty
times that of the National Trust’s, due to several very small properties that the National
Trust acquired. Both organizations honored their historic preservation mission with
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interesting acquisitions, but the National Trust gave that part of its mission earlier and
stronger emphasis. With Wicken Fen, the National Trust was the first to acquire an
ecologically significant site. Both organizations protected land of literary interest. The
Trustees accepted the gift of Monument Mountain in south-western Massachusetts, the
site of a famous climb by a group of 19th-century New England literary lights. It did so
even though the terms of the gift prohibited The Trustees from ever charging even a
nominal admissions fee for access to its steep, often slippery, and erodible trails. The
National Trust protected the Ruskin Memorial, less than an acre, and Brandelhow Park
in Keswick, beginning its highly successful, long-standing work in Wordsworth’s and
Ruskin’s Lake District.
Although both organizations fervently desired and found elite sponsorship,
neither organization stamped itself exclusively as a collector and curator of exclusive
sites for a rarified audience. In fact, the eclectic character and appeal of sites protected
was characteristic of both organizations in this early period. Later, following passage of
e National Trust Act of 937, the National Trust became known for its focus on the
country houses of the land-poor aristocracy. Meanwhile the Trustees, with one eye on
its sister organization across the water, set itself apart from U.S. land conservation
trusts by acquiring several mansions and country houses, most of them much smaller
than their English cousins.
Four plus four: The eight most important early acquisitions
This section presents the four most significant of the first 26 of the two
organization’s acquisitions. For a sense of the chronology, I’m presenting them in order
of their acquisition.
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AFRISTON CLERGY HOUSE, SUSSEX (THE NATIONAL TRUST, 1896)
A 1350 timber-frame, thatched
farmhouse associated with the local
church and usually rented out for income.
Purchased in 1896 for 10 pounds to avoid
almost-certain destruction. Restored over
several years and many appeals for funds.
This was the Trust’s second acquisition
and its first building. It served as a
caution: renovation funds should be raised before acquisition.

ROCKY NARROWS, SHERBORN, MASSACHUSETTS (THE TRUSTEES, 1897)

View across Charles River to Medfield State Hospital
grounds

Riverine forest and ledge overlook; a
21-acre gift by a prominent individual
donor, facilitated by Frederic Law
Olmsted, Jr. This began the organization’s
long association with the Charles River,
one of three rivers providing the
topographic form for the city of Boston
and its suburbs. Eventually, through gifts
of land and conservation easements, the
amount of protected land was increased
to 274 acres. With permission, Boy
Scout groups have used the property as
a small camping area for canoe trips.

For over 100 years, the large meadow in the view beyond the bridge was owned by the
2,200-patient Medfield State Hospital, the state’s first psychiatric hospital, founded in 1892.
The hospital raised its own produce and livestock. Following the hospital’s closure in 2003, the
Town of Medfield worked assiduously, with some support from The Trustees of Reservations, to
ensure that redevelopment plans for the property would protect a substantial amount of the
meadowland and woodland. After protracted negotiations, and environmental remediation by
the state, the Town purchased the property in 2014 and began its own redevelopment process.
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GOVERNOR HUTCINSON’S FIELD, MILTON, MASSACHUSETTS (THE TRUSTEES, 1898)
An open meadow with a
panoramic view looking north
across the Neponset River toward
Boston and Boston Harbor; a 2.5acre partial gift/purchase in 1898;
The Trustees’ 5th acquisition. This
was the site of the country home
of royal Governor Thomas
Hutchinson, who served George III
during the difficult years of unrest
culminating in the Boston Tea
Party of 1774. He became highly
unpopular as the enforcer of
Britain’s punitive taxes. Samuel
Adams called him “Tommy SkinGovernor Hutchinson’s Field, Milton, MA, Looking northeast
over Neponset River and Marshes toward Boston
and-Bones.” After rebels burned
his Boston home, he and his wife
fled to London. The Neponset River is the boundary between Dorchester, which became
Boston’s largest neighborhood, and Milton, Boston’s nearest suburb. The property was
eventually enlarged to 10 acres. More than 100 years would pass before The Trustees’ acquired
a further interest in property within the City of Boston, a conservation easement on the Boston
portion of popular Allendale Farm which occupies land in both Brookline and Boston.

MONUMENT MOUNTAIN, GREAT BARRINGTON, MASSACHUSETTS (THE TRUSTEES, 1899)
A 260-acre gift, with a small
endowment, in 1899, The Trustees’ first
large acquisition; a forested, rocky
landmark in the southern Berkshires of
Massachusetts. Climbing Monument
Mountain to Squaw Peak has been a
popular challenge since the early 19th
From elevation 1,642 feet, view southwest over
Squaw Peak and Devil’s Pulpit

century. On August 5, 1850, Nathaniel
Hawthorne, Herman Melville, and several
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literary friends climbed Monument Mountain with a supply of liquid refreshment. This was the
first meeting of Hawthorne and Melville, who was writing Moby Dick at the time. A violent
thunderstorm forced them to seek shelter in the ledges. The experience and the camaraderie
made a strong impression on both writers. Melville dedicated Moby Dick to Hawthorne.
The gift was conditional upon The Trustees’ providing access to the public without
charge. This was the first of many high-quality acquisitions in western Massachusetts. Because
of its popularity, maintenance of a safe hiking trail, a parking area, and a clean site requires
regular staff attention. Costs of maintenance exceed endowment earnings and must be borne
by the overall western Massachusetts management unit of which this property is part. Ideally,
people who hike the property would readily become loyal members of the organization; but
converting visitors, especially tourists, to members has proved to be a challenge. This longstanding dilemma is shared by numerous properties which cannot be gated or where a parking
fee cannot be collected.

WICKEN FENN, CAMBRIDGSHIRE (THE NATIONAL TRUST, 1899)
A two-acre partial gift in 1899, the National
Trust’s first nature reserve. Through successive
additions, it has become a 1,900 acre,
internationally-recognized reserve, the home
to 9,000 species of plants, birds, and
dragonflies. It is now part of a vision to protect
a 13,000-acre reserve over the next 100 years.
It is designated a National Nature Reserve, a
Site of Special Scientific Interest, a Special Area of Conservation (European), and a Ramsar Site
(international). For the National Trust, it demonstrated a serious interest in sites of scientific
importance as well as those of primarily scenic and historic interest.
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IDE HILL, SEVEN OAKS, KENT (THE NATIONAL TRUST, 1899)
Gift of 33.5 acres by Miranda Hill,
Olivia’s older sister, in 1899. This followed
the gift a year earlier by Octavia Hill of
nearby Toys Hill, 0.57 acre, to the east of
Ide’s Hill, a small village southeast of
London. The two acquisitions
demonstrated the National Trust’s
continuing commitment to protecting
accessible open spaces on the fringe of London’s rapidly sprawling metropolitan area. Octavia’s
patient cultivation and fundraising efforts in Kent were followed in 1908 by the acquisition by
the National Trust of nearby Mariner’s Hill, where Octavia placed a stone seat as a memorial to
her mother, Caroline Southwood Hill.1 Eventually, these small acquisitions were enlarged to
more than 1,500 acres surrounding Chartwell, the home of Winston Churchill, which was given
to the National Trust in 1946 by an anonymous group of Churchill’s friends, subject to a life
tenancy for the Churchills.2
BRANDELHOW PARK, KESWICK, DERWENTWATER, CUMBRIA (NATIONAL TRUST, 1902)
A 43-acre purchase in 1902,
following a fund-raising campaign,
Brandelhow Park borders the western
shore of Derwentwater north of Keswick.
Its high meadow provides great views of
the lake and Lake Country mountains
beyond. Its long dock provides a stopping
point for small boats between Keswick and
the eastern shore of the Lake.
View east over Derwentwater

Together with the acquisition a year
earlier of the John Ruskin Monument at

Friar’s Craig near Derwentwater, Brandelhow asserted the National Trust’s strong interest in
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protecting as much of the Lake Country as possible. Later acquisitions brought the property to
108 acres.
WILLIAM CULLEN BRYANT HOMESTEAD, CUMMINGTON, MASSACHUSETTS (THE TRUSTEES,
1920)
A 200-acre gift in 1920, The Trustees’
9th acquisition and its second large
property. This was a portion of the farm
owned by the William Cullen Bryant
family in the lightly-populated hill-town
of Cummington, west of Northampton.
The house barn and outbuildings were
in fair condition, requiring years of
gradual renovation as funds allowed.
The property came with an additional
small farmhouse suitable for staff use. Bryant, trained as a country lawyer, became a popular
poet in the Romantic tradition. He was the outspoken, abolitionist New York City editor, who
strongly and consistently supported Frederic Law Olmsted’s work as landscape architect for
Central Park in his battles with political interference and patronage.
The adjacent “Bryant Farm” with its smaller Victorian farmhouse, which had been sold
separately by the Bryant family, continues as a dairy farm operated by the unrelated Sears
family. An agricultural preservation easement on its 150+-acres was purchased by the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts in 1983, with staff assistance by The Trustees’ affiliate, The
Massachusetts Farm and Conservation Lands Trust, which also facilitated the protection of
additional agricultural properties along Bryant’s route from Cummington to nearby
Worthington, where Bryant rode on horseback to read law.
In the late 1990’s, The Trustees successfully intervened to prevent the local Highway
Department from removing several ancient sugar maples along a stone wall bordering the
property.
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Bryant Day, c. 2007
These annual celebrations generally featured readings of a few Bryant poems by a
visiting poet, sometimes by summer resident Richard Wilbur, a first rank American poet and
translator.
Passing of an era
The Metropolitan Parks Commission and Eliot’s private work
proved to be mighty distractions from the organization he had so
brilliantly founded. His untimely, totally unexpected death in 1897, at the
age of 37, from cerebral-spinal meningitis following a routine, but
exhausting park visit to Hartford Connecticut, was a shattering blow to
his family and colleagues. But his planning work for the Metropolitan
Parks had been visionary and strategic and would proceed; and The
Trustees had strong leadership in the wings and would prove resilient,

Charles Eliot
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even if it could not match its English cousin in the pace and number of acquisitions or in its
impressive growth in membership.
Octavia Hill died in 1912 at the age of 74 after a long battle with cancer. She worked
virtually to the day of her death. She had outlived the conservative views of social work and
poverty relief, to which she subscribed as a life-long Tory. She was staunchly opposed to
women’s suffrage. She had soldiered on effectively as a fund-raiser, deal-maker, and
consummate volunteer for the National Trust. Robert Hunter, who had been knighted by Queen
Victoria for his service to the Post Office and who was looking forward to imminent retirement
following completion of a major negotiation for Marconi’s telephone company, died in 1913 at
the age of 69. Hardwicke Rawnsley, who had been named Canon of the Carlisle Cathedral, died
in 1920, also at the age of 69. Of the founders, only Rawnsley lived through World War I and
experienced its consequences for Britain’s old order.
Graham Murphy writes:
Of all the founders of the National Trust, Hardie Rawnsley was the most dynamic
embodiment of the campaigning spirit which once characterized the
organization. It was a spirit characterized by all three, who . . .were concerned
about the fate of beautiful landscape or buildings of historic merit irrespective of
whether or not they were destined for the Trust.”3
After describing the Trust’s “vociferous protests” against the British Aluminum
Company’s hydroelectric scheme for the Falls of Foyers on Loch Ness in Scotland and its
regional defense of the Lake District, Murphy writes, “The Trust’s campaigning spirit, it appears,
began to decline once the pioneering influence of the founders was lost.”4 If The Trustees were
spared that judgment, we have Charles William Eliot II (1899-1903), the founder’s nephew, to
thank. On the eve of World War I, straight out of private school in Cambridge, Eliot II joined the
American Red Cross Ambulance Service in Italy and was recognized for his bravery. Trained in
landscape architecture and regional planning at Harvard’s School of Design, he became The
Trustees’ first Field Secretary, responsible for carrying out the Board’s directives in the field.
Today we would call that position Executive Director or Director of Operations. In 1926 he left
Cambridge for Washington D. C. where he became Director of the National Capital Park and
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Planning Commission and later chief of the National Resources Planning Board. Following that
service in 1943, he worked for a California foundation and resumed his career as a planning
consultant. In 1954 He became a professor of planning at the Harvard School of Design and
soon after joined The Trustees’ Board. He served as a Director for many years, retiring only a
few years before his death at 93 years of age.5
Murphy’s judgement may be too harsh; other organizations would arise to carry on
politically risky campaigns, often with strong support by the National Trust in the background,
and many would argue that the National Trust has risen to the occasion many times since the
1920s and has become one of the very best models for both the land conservation and historic
preservation movements. Harsh though it may be, Murphy’s statement highlights a problem
that tests the spirit, commitment, and resilience of nearly every non-profit organization
following its founders’ departures. In that regard, one of the greatest contributions of the two
organizations has been one of their least radical – the built-in resilience of their selfperpetuating corporate structures that kept each of them on an unusually steady, predictable,
course – slow to change course and sometimes hindered by faded charts, fog and bad weather,
or shortage of fuel, but very difficult to block from reaching their destinations.
Influence on Governmental Policy and Action
From the start, both organizations were led by important and influential men and
women, (although in general until recently men held the executive positions) 6, who understood
that these organizations could not possibly protect the full natural and architectural heritage of
either the Commonwealth of Massachusetts or the United Kingdom. Both understood that
governmental commitment and action would be needed; ideally working in partnership with
the private organizations. In Massachusetts, in addition to carrying out studies of the Province
Lands, The Trustees helped to achieve legislation putting the fragile landscape of shifting dunes
under a pre-existing state Board of Harbor and Land Commissioners. The early Annual Reports
conveyed the organization’s support for the Metropolitan Parks Commission, which was
absorbing much of Eliot’s time, attention, and energy. It continued to press for greater local and
state activity in protecting open space, including state forests and state parks.
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Thirty-four years after its founding, The Trustees and ten other societies sponsored a
conference on “The Needs and Uses of Open Spaces in Massachusetts.”7 The conference ended
with an agreement “to appoint an executive committee to promote ‘cooperation among
existing organizations and government departments interested in the provision, distribution,
development and maintenance of open spaces.” The three officers of the committee were also
officers of The Trustees; the Secretary of both groups was Charles W. Eliot Following his uncle’s
example, he had taken a year-long European tour after taking his master’s degree at Harvard. In
1924, after his return from his Grand Tour, he opened his office as planner and landscape
architect in Boston. Pushed by Eliot II’s forceful personality, thorough research, grasp of the
issues, and strategic vision, the Committee’s report (written and mapped by Eliot, with
extraordinarily detailed cartography) took four years to complete. It was presented to the
Governor in 1929, with the publishing costs of $25,000 raised by The Trustees. Abbott writes,
“It was a major milestone in efforts to protect the rural character and natural charm of the
countryside . . .”8 Abbott points out that “the committee pleaded for greater recognition for
The Trustees of Reservations. ‘This group,’ it stated, ‘would be more effective if [its] purposes
were better appreciated.’” Abbott adds an important point, especially in view of the
organization’s slow pace of acquisition in the early years: “Just how this was to be achieved was
not explained. But public awareness of the organization and its mission was a problem that had
stalked since its beginnings and would plague it for years to come.”9
Influence on Conservation and Preservation Movements
This may seem anti-climactic, but I have found little evidence that The Trustees’
founding spawned a quick or steady succession of similar groups.10 One might say that the
barriers to entry as a sustainable conservation organization were high, beyond the very local
level. Not every group of conservationists who might want to intervene in the private market
had such good connections with its legislature. But the Progressive conservation movement of
the 1890 – 1920 was gathering strength, as well as the public desire to protect birds and their
habitat. The Audubon movement was perhaps even more passionate than the somewhat more
rarified movement to protect history and scenery.
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The Massachusetts Audubon Society was founded in 1896, five years later than The
Trustees, by Harriet Lawrence Hemenway (daughter of Mary Hemenway, whose timely gift had
saved Boston’s Old South Meeting House from demolition) and Minna B. Hall. 12 These well-bred
activists crusaded effectively against the fashionable practice of wearing cruelly harvested
plumage of rare birds to adorn women’s hats. Massachusetts Audubon and the many other
Audubon Societies across the country were not founded to conserve land but to campaign
against the slaughter of rare birds. By 1901, there were 36 Audubon societies across the
country.13 As their effective advocacy resulted in state and national laws to protect birds, the
Audubon organizations began acquiring sanctuaries to protect birds and wildlife and to educate
the public. At that point they became land trusts in fact, though not in name.
The Trustees’ launch had only limited immediate effect, in New England and beyond. Of
the 31 “land trusts” founded across the country from 1843 through 1939, 1 was national in
scope (Dukes Unlimited), 4 were statewide organizations, three were regional (more than one
state), 6 were local (city, town, county), 11 were devoted to a specific site or landscape, and 6
were Audubon Societies (and we know that is a serious underestimate). Their missions were
diverse: 1 was a historic preservation organization, 1 was a statewide preservation and
conservation group, 3 were forest and parks associations, 6 were Audubon Societies, 4 were
forest or parks associations, 2 were wildlife and nature preserves, 2 were redwood
conservancies, 2 were trail and climbing clubs, 2 were local improvement societies, 1 was a
state wildlife federation, 1 was an arboretum, and 1 was a wildlife preserve and research
station.14 The remainder protected various natural places at the local level. See Appendix 8-2 of
this chapter for the source of this information.
Few of the early names suggest The Trustees as a model or an inspiration, but the 1927
Somerset Woods Trustees in Skowhegan, Maine has a similar mission to The Trustees (that of
preserving sites of natural and cultural significance). Gordon Abbott cites the Society for
Protection of New Hampshire Forests (1901) as a successor. It was founded as a statewide
organization like The Trustees, but its mission was focused on forests, with no mention of other
landscape types or cultural significance. The Western Pennsylvania Conservancy (1936),
founded as the Greater Pittsburgh Parks Association, now resembles The Trustees in its
geographic breadth and its nature-and-culture mission (which later included protection and
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stewardship of Frank Lloyd Wright’s Fallingwater), but it was founded to alleviate
unemployment by putting people to work on public parks and gardens.
Other than the clear link between The Trustees and The National Trust, there were two
other important links with The Trustees soon after its founding. In Maine, Charles W. Eliot, the
grieving father of Charles Eliot, and his prominent and prosperous Mount Desert Island friends,
founded Hancock County Trustees of Public Reservations in 1901, which became the prime
mover in protecting what eventually became the highly popular Acadia National Park. The
Hancock County group is still active, and owns a historic house museum in Ellsworth, but has
been largely supplanted in conservation work by the much larger and very well supported
Maine Coast Heritage Trust, founded in 1970 with many personal connections to The Trustees.
The other important link was the founding in New York City of the Trustees of Scenic
and Historic Paces and Objects by Andrew H. Green (820 – 1903) in 1895; and chartered by the
New York State legislature in 1896. Green was a lawyer, city planner, member of the Central
Park Commission, and advocate for the consolidation of the boroughs into New York City. His
organization was associated with some of the wealthiest and most influential men in America at
the time, including John Pierpont Morgan and John D. Rockefeller. It was concerned with the
protection and stewardship of parks and historic structures, military sites, and monuments
throughout New York City. In 1900, it helped Governor Theodore Roosevelt form the Palisades
Interstate Park Commission, the first step in saving the New Jersey Palisades, along the west
bank of the Hudson River from, destruction. In 1901, it became the American Scenic and
Historic Preservation Society, which was active until approximately 1979. In addition to the
Palisades, the Society saved Stony Point and Lake George Battlefields and Fort Brewerton in
Hastings, New York. Douglas Brinkley writes that the trust contained “the seeds of what would
become Roosevelt’s grand preservationist accomplishment – the Antiquities Act of 1906. 15
In Massachusetts, following its early conservation studies, The Trustees continued to
highlight opportunities for the state to acquire lands it had identified. It promoted the 1929
idea by Benton MacKaye (1879 – 1975), the regional planner and founder of the Appalachian
Trail, for the Bay Circuit, a 200-mile scenic and recreational green space corridor surrounding
metropolitan Boston. The Trustees sponsored and publicized his vision, though less vigorously
than was needed to sway the Governor and Legislature to set aside a 200-mile greenbelt for
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conservation and recreational purposes. In 1931, under Lawrence Brown Fletcher, The
Trustees’ first full-time executive director, the organization sponsored a breakthrough study,
the Massachusetts Landscape Survey, co-sponsored by the American Society of Landscape
Architects. Harvard-trained landscape architect Bradford Williams, a classmate of Charles Eliot
II, was the author. Much as Charles Eliot did for the Metropolitan Parks Commission, Williams
did for the entire state. He developed the following classification system as summarized by
Gordon Abbott it comprised ocean beaches and dunes; moor and seashore upland; scenic
roadsides; mountains, valleys and gorges; woodland; and floodplains. Historic areas and trails
were also included, as well as the “Curious and Unusual” (presumably gorges, waterfalls,
boulder-strewn forests, and other geologic mementos) and “Restful” landscapes. 16 Williams’
study became the basis for much of The Trustees’ work, often in consultation with the state’s
conservation agencies. According to Abbott, many of the 70 specific sites in the Williams’ study
were protected by Massachusetts conservation organizations and public agencies.
A strong case can be made for The Trustees’ broader influence many years later. The
Trustees was one of several prominent land trusts that figured in the history of the founding of
the national Land Trust Alliance in Boston in 1982, but that was more likely the result of the
strong personal interest and leadership of Gordon Abbott, Jr., The Trustees’ Executive Director
from 1968 to 1984, rather than of an organization-wide commitment to a broader land trust
movement.17 However slight the organization’s interest in the U.S. land trust movement in the
1970s and 1980s, Executive Director Gordon Abbott’s participation in the conversations of key
national land trust leaders in 1981 at the Lincoln Institute of Land Policy in Cambridge was
important.18 Having an organization with a nineteenth-century pedigree provided gravitas and
Abbott, a former newspaper editor for the communities northeast of Boston, had a keen sense
of political possibility and organizational dynamics, and an engaging way with words.
The most obvious early influence of The Trustees of Public Reservations was its
connection to the founding of the English National Trust, but there is little evidence that its
contribution to the founding documents of the National Trust was more than incidentally
helpful to their author, Robert Hunter. As we have seen, The National Trust’s three founders
were well down the path to forming a national organization about seven years before The
Trustees’ founding. In fact, it appears more likely that the germ of the Massachusetts’
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organization was planted in Charles Eliot’s receptive head during his conversations with James
Bryce and Hardwicke Rawnsley in 1886.19
The National Trust was the model for the National Trust of Scotland, founded in 1931
with elite sponsorship like that of the National Trust. The Irish National Trust, An Taisce, was
established in 1948, but it works through 15 local committees around Ireland and is less
centralized than the English National Trust. The first and second Conferences of International
National Trusts were held in 1978 and 1980. The first was organized by the Scottish National
Trust and Scottish American Heritage, Inc. and held in Ayr, Scotland and then in Battleby, a
country house in Perth and Kinross, Scotland. The second was held in Tarrytown and Lake
Placid, NY and in Waltham, Concord, and Ipswich, MA. Scottish Heritage USA, Inc., The National
Trust, the National Trust for Historic Preservation, The Trustees of Reservations, and the
Adirondack Park Agency were co-sponsors.20 In 2007, the National Trust, National Trust of
Scotland, and other groups formally established the International National Trusts Organization
(INTO) which holds periodic conferences and aids approximately fifty-five organizations.
Like The Trustees, the National Trust in its early years spent a great deal of time and
energy campaigning for protection of threatened properties. Robert Hunter in his promotional
pamphlet of 1897, Its Aims and Its Works, stated not only the Trust’s availability to hold and
preserve property, but its willingness to campaign for preservation of a wide variety of
deserving places.
“Whether it be a waterfall destroyed . . or an old bid of Sir Christopher
Wren’s London . . . that is threatened, or the quietude of Kynance Cove
and the destruction of the rocks of the Cornish foreshore . . . that is
brought under its notice . . . the Trust brings its influence to bear.”21
Stonehenge is an early example. When two of the massive stones seemed in danger of
falling, the National Trust on its own accord contacted the owner, Edmund Antrobus, and asked
if he would allow the Trust to seek public funds to stabilize the stones. When he did not reply
and two of the stones in fact fell, the Trust proposed that Stonehenge become a property of the
nation and be opened to the public; it then joined the Commons and Footpaths Preservation
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Society in efforts to retain public access. It took until 1915 for the government to decide that
public ownership would be appropriate.22
Robert Hunter, who had been knighted in 1894 for his open space work and who was
still Solicitor for the national Post Office, remained engaged with the National Trust and
fashioned important bills on the Trust’s behalf. According to Jennifer Jenkins, “his most
important service to the Trust” was in drafting and securing passage of the National Trust Act of
1907. Finally, the National Trust obtained the power to make by-laws protecting its property,
and the power to declare properties inalienable (incapable of being sold or transferred) without
an Act of Parliament. This action would reassure potential donors of valuable property to the
National Trust who did not want a governmental agency to become its eventual owner. 23
Soon after the Trust’s founding, Hunter published a survey of the measures instituted
for open space protection in Europe and America, followed by three draft pieces of legislation.
The first helped to secure the principle of public access to officially designated ancient
monuments. Two were too radical for the time. One provided for what we now call a
“demolition delay” that could suspend destruction of a place of national interest to give time
for development of a preservation alternative. The other provided an exemption from death
duties (estate taxes) for an owner who dedicated historic monuments or land to the public; this
became law in 1910. Hunter and the Trust were also responsible for the first effective Ancient
Monuments Act of 1913.
The enormous success of the National Trust helped to inspire the formation of the
National Trust for Historic Preservation, chartered as a private organization by the U.S.
Congress in 1949.
This discussion of “Foundings” has extended well beyond 1891 and 1894. I believe that
further research would unearth evidence of a broad, country-wide, informal network of
influence and inspiration extending from The Trustees to those who founded the first two
generations of U.S. conservation land trusts. As memories and early records disappear and
mortality takes its toll, that digging becomes more difficult with every passing year. 24 The
National Trust’s strong links of inspiration and institutional assistance to many similar national
trusts, beginning with the Scottish, Irish, and Australian National Trusts is much clearer than
that of The Trustees’ more general influence. Nevertheless, I believe the greatest influence of
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both The Trustees and the National Trust on the private land conservation movement in both
countries was to compile, year by year, a record of continued accomplishment to which smaller
organizations could point as sources of inspiration, reassurance, and useful lessons and
examples.
Beyond their influence on the private land conservation movement, both organizations
played important roles in the formation of governmental conservation policy. In addition to its
groundbreaking early studies on conservation issues, needs, and priorities, and to the outsize
personal influence of Charles W. Eliot II, successor leaders contributed their ideas and
expertise, officially and personally, to governmental conservation agencies. Of course, as a
national organization, the National Trust had and would continue to enjoy a broader and higher
platform from which to reach the ears of national policy-makers.
In the late 1920s, The National Trust worked with the Council for the Preservation of
Rural England, launched in 1926, to promote the establishment of National Parks, an idea that
finally would be adopted after World War II as part of the National Parks and Access to the
Countryside Act (1949).25 In 1931, It also contributed to a strengthened Ancient Monuments
Act and an important Town and Country Planning Act, which extended mandatory planning
beyond urban areas to the entire country. In the same year, The National Trust was able to
obtain legislation exempting property given or devised to the National Trust from death duties
(estate taxes). This was essential to the success of the Trust’s Country House program, which
has preserved many of the country’s most important private estates, their architecture,
gardens, landscapes, and historic collections. Later in the 1920s and 1930s, The National Trust
successfully worked with the national Forestry Commission to ensure public access to the
mammoth conifer plantations being established to restore the losses in forest cover owing to
the demands of World War I. The National Trust also succeeded in protecting precious areas of
the Lake District from establishment of such exotic plantations.26
*

*

*

The next chapter will conclude Part One by summarizing the state of public land
conservation in the U.S. and U.K. before the outbreak of World War II.
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